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 line Kérastase Homme is now enhanced by two new styling products :
 RUBBER GEL ULTRAFISSANTE densifying and amplifier 
The range represents a clear and concrete answer to the problems caused by the frequent
use of capillaries common styling products. With CAPITAL FORCE, the basis of its
formulation, the aggression of the scalp and the weakening of the capillary mass are now
only a memory, the model hairstyling products while respecting the health of the hair. The
formulation based on Taurine helps fight the deformation of the bulb, the components of
D- Biotin and arginine improve its quality and help the growth of the hair follicle stimulating
oxygenation. 

 STYLING GEL ULTRA- densifying 
The gel ultra- densifying fixing model 's hair with ease for an extra-strong but flexible seal.
The hairstyle is defined and clean. The hair is protected structured and reinforced thanks
to the formulation based on taurinexpans.
Instruction to use the method of use involves the application on damp or dry hair. A small
amount of product is applied on hands and be heated before proceeding to the structuring
of the hair.
Container: 200 ml tube 

 RUBBER amplifier 
The rubber amplifier carries out a volumizing hair and ensures a strong hold and flexible.
The texture, easy to work with, it makes the hair clean and defined and preserves the
health of the hair.
Instruction to use the method of use involves the application of rubber amplifier on wet or
dry hair ; effectively to shape the hairstyle must first heat a small amount of product on
your hands.
Container: 150 ml jar 

 MODELLING PASTE densifying effect 
Type of hair: fine, that need volume. Level mounting medium (3 of 6). Effect of natural and
clean. Densifying action. Light to the touch.
Package : 75 ml jar 
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